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Name of the Activity / Event

Theme/Topic

Organized by

Venue

Date and Duration

Participants

File Accession Dossier

OBJECTIVES:

# .'i,
Prepared by: Ms. Shevanjlee 4.:1fi-

: Collage Making

: My India, My Pride

: RDPS

: Classroom

: 23.01.78/ 40 minutes

:II(A-E)
: Intra Class Activities File

. To make the learners aware of national festivals and the theme of patriotism.

. To enhance their imagination and fine motor skills.

. To develop aesthetic and creative skills,

. To cultivate and enhance their interest in art and craft work.

DESCRIPTION:

"Filling a plain canvas with pieces of your imagination makes a beautiful collage"

The word collage comes from the French word'collar'which means'to glue'. Collage making is such

an activity which allorrys to express througn art. if tne tneme is reiatecj to the motheriand, it ailcr";s

the reinforcements of concepts like parriotism, brotherhood when done in a more guided and

structured way, Keeping this in view and the upcoming National festival "Republic Day", an activity-

'Collage Making: My India, My Pride', was conducted 1'or the learners of class IL The activity was

conducted to develop the moral, cognitive and aesthetic skills of learners. The activity provided an

opportunity to the learners to get to know more about their country. They w-'re well briefed about

the activity in advance. They took part in the activity with great interest. They brought pictures of

various famous historical monurnents, festivals, cuisines, traditional costumes, famous personalities

etc. that represented the diversity of Indian culture, A famous quote related to "Unity in Diversity"

was also written by them to make their collage look more presentable. The activity helped learners in

gaining deep knowledge about the beautiful and vibrant cultures that make up our country. After the

whole process of the activity, best five entries were selected from each class, out of which best five

were awarded. The entries were judged on the basis of their creativity, clarity and constructivism.

Learners really enjoyed the activity, as well as gained a deep knowledge through it. Overall, the

activity proved to be fruitful and educational for them,
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